Abstract. We have examined the cost distribution of locally optimal solutions in certain combinatorial optimisation problems. This distribution is found to be peaked about a value characteristic of the algorithm involved, with a width that decreases with the system size N . It is shown that the distribution of costs E is of the form exp(Ng(E)) and that g(E) is self-averaging. Consequently, estimation of the optimal cost is best achieved by curve fitting to g(E). Possible forms for g ( e ) are proposed.
Introduction
Combinatorial optimisation problems have a long history of mathematical study. Recently, techniques borrowed from statistical physics have provided useful insights, e.g. [ 1-31. The difficulty in solving these problems is due to the size of the configuration space (which usually grows very rapidly with the number N of degrees of freedom of the system) and to the conflicting nature of the constraints involved. These constraints tend to give rise to a large number of local minima in the cost functions for the problem. Thus the solution of minimum cost lies in a vast configuration space containing many local minima whose numbers often increase exponentially with N.
In large systems, locating the globally optimal solution is impractical and only locally optimal solutions can be generated in a reasonable amount of computer time. However, in many practical applications a solution only has to be 'good enough'; it does not have to be the best possible. Locally optimal solutions to a problem with respect to a given algorithm are attractors in the configuration space of the problem, under the dynamics of the algorithm. Where the cost function is actually the energy of the system we will refer to metastable states rather than locally optimal solutions. Associated with each attractor is a basin of attraction or gathering bin of configurations for which the attractor is a fixed point under the dynamics of the algorithm. When an algorithm is run from an initial configuration the particular solution in which it terminates depends only on which gathering bin the initial configuration was in.
We argue below that in large systems the distribution of locally optimal costs generated by an algorithm will be very sharply peaked about a cost characteristic of the algorithm; running the algorithm from many different initial configurations will not usually give a solution significantly better than the result of one run. The running time of an algorithm increases rapidly with the quality of the solutions it gives (many of these problems are 'NP complete' i.e. finding the globally optimal solution in general requires a number of computational steps which is an exponential of N ) . Efficient estimation of the optimal cost is, however, possible by extrapolation from the distribution of easier-to-generate locally optimal costs [4, 5] . Here we look at the likely cost distribution of !ocally optimal solutions, and how best to use it to extrapolate to the globally optimal cost.
The shape of the cost distribution
Let us consider the cost distributions in two typical examples of these problems: ( i ) finding the ground-state energy of a short-range Ising spin glass, and ( i i ) the travelling salesman problem (TSP) .
Problem (i) involves minimising the Edwards-Anderson Hamiltonian [6] where the spins S, can be il, the exchange energies J,, are typically taken from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and the sum is over nearest neighbours. A general set of moves for the dynamics of the system is to reverse the sign of u p to m neighbouring spins. A state energetically stable with respect to these dynamics is termed 'm-spin flip' metastable. We simulated a short-range Ising spin glass on a two-dimensional square lattice of side L for L = 10, 20,. . . , 5 0 with periodic boundary conditions and bonds J,, chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 a n d variance 1. A single-spin flip metastable state was generated from a random initial state by sequentially reversing spins so as to lower the total energy until no further reduction was possible in this way. This was done from one hundred different initial spin configurations. We found that in these states the mean energy per spin E = -1 . 0 7~0 . 0 4 (compared to the ground-state energy for which it is --1.3 [7] ) and is virtually independent of N. The standard deviation of the metastable state energy per
Simulation of an S K spin glass (which has infinite-range interactions, so that the sum in ( 1 ) is over all pairs and the standard deviation of J,, is N-"?) by Henkel and Kinzel [8] shows the metastable states with respect to single-spin flips (at zero temperature) to have similar behaviour with ( E ) -0 . 9 2~~ and SE -N -" 2 where E~ is the ground-state energy.
Problem (ii) involves minimising the length of a closed path through N points (or 'cities') i.e. minimising , = I with respect to P( i ) , which is a cyclic permutation of 1,2, . . . , N giving the order in which cities are visited. I,, are the distances between cities i and j. A general set of moves for the dynamics of the system is to swap u p to m intercity bonds in the tour for bonds not in the tour such that the tour is still closed. A tour that cannot be shortened by such a move is said to be m-optimal or 'm-opt' [9] .
For the TSP with N cities scattered with uniform distribution on [O, l I d the optimal path length 1 [lo] so that S l / l -N-''2 where the averaging is over city positions. C, is a constant depending on the dimensionality of the problem. In two dimensions 0.765
We simulated a TSP on a square with N cities for N = 100,120,. . . ,400. A 2-opt tour was generated from a random initial tour by sequentially swapping pairs of intercity bonds so as to reduce its length until no further reduction was possible. This
was done from one hundred different initial tours. We found that 1 = ( 0 . 8 2 l t 0 . 0 2 ) m and 61 = (0.25 lt0.04).
Thus both in the spin glass and TSP problems we have 6 C / C -l/m where C is the locally optimal cost. That is, the locally optimal costs become increasingly closely gathered about a cost typical of the algorithm as the size of the system increases.
We can understand this behaviour if we suppose that the number of local minima N , grows exponentially in N, say N , = exp a N (this is true for single-spin flip metastable states in spin glasses [12-141 and for 'reasonable' paths in the TSP city where each city is connected to cities at most k minimal spacings away [ 11). Then we expect the energy distribution of metastable states to be given by N,(E) = exp( N h ( e ) ) . Associated with each local minimum in the cost function is a 'gathering bin' of states attracted to the minimum under the dynamics of the particular algorithm. If the gathering bins were all the same size then the probability of an algorithm (started from a random configuration) terminating in a local minimum of cost e would be given by P( e ) = N,( e ) / N , = e x p [ N ( h ( e ) -a ) ] . Since the gathering bins are not generally the same size then
where the average fraction of configuration space in the gathering bin associated with a metastable state of energy E is exp(-Nf(e)).
If g(E) = h ( e ) -f(e) -a has a maximum at e , then to first approximation the probability distribution of the locally optimal costs will be
near to the peak at E , with g"(el)<O. Hence the spread of locally optimal costs obtained by running an algorithm from random initial configurations is given by Thus in these types of problems the distribution of costs which are local minima under given algorithm dynamics will have a Gaussian-like peak of width N-"' near to the characteristic cost e, of the algorithm. Solutions that are locally optimal under certain algorithm dynamics tend to become fewer in number and lower in cost as a more powerful algorithm is used (e.g. using 2-spin flip dynamics in spin glasses or 3-opt dynamics for the TSP) [15] .
Notice that the underlying shape of the distribution of metastable state energies is given by g ( e ) = I n ( P ( & ) ) / N . The fluctuations in the curve g ( e ) between different realisations of a problem will be much less than the fluctuations in the distribution of metastable states N,(E) (or P ( e ) itself) since N,(E) grows like exp( N ) rather than N. We can see why this is with a simple example. Suppose the value of an extensive variablef (i.e. one which grows like N ) as measured in samples of size N has Gaussian fluctuations of size V% from sample to sample, i.e. f = a N + A, with
Then the fluctuations Sg = ((g'), -(g):)'" in a variable g = exp(f) are given by
It has been observed in statistical physics that the densities of extensive quantities (e.g. the ground-state energy per spin o r the susceptibility per spin) tend to be 'self-averaging' in large systems (i.e. their sample-to-sample fluctuation tends to zero as the sample size tends to infinity). A simple plausibility argument for this was given by Brout [ 151. A similar argument in the context of the energy and number of metastable states in combinatorial optimisation problems is as follows.
If a large system can be divided into k independent subsystems such that metastable states of the system corresponds to each subsystem being in a metastable state, then ( a ) the metastable state energy E, is given by
where E, is the energy of the ith subsystem metastable state, and (b) the number of metastable states N , is given by
where N, is the number of metastable states in the ith subsystem. Thus, if E, and N, are independent of El and N,, respectively ( J # i ) the central limit theorem implies
'2 and (l/N)[((ln(Ny))2)-(ln(Ns))2]"2-N-"* as
k -$ CO (ifthe distributions of E, and NI have finite moments). Generally such subsystems are not truly independent of their neighbours because of boundary effects. We thus expect that the distribution g ( & ) = In(P(E))/ N will have the typical shape (In(P(E)))/N for different examples of the same problem (e.g. for a spin glass with different sets of exchange energies {J,,} drawn from the same distribution), up to fluctuations which tend to zero as N + cc.
Estimating the optimal cost by curve fitting
We see from the above that the most efficient way of producing a good solution to a large combinatorial optimisation problem is with a few runs of the best algorithm possible in the available computer time; see also [ 171. Judging the quality of a solution requires an estimation of the optimal cost. This can be done by running a relatively fast algorithm from many different initial configurations to generate locally minimum costs. If one assumes a form for the distribution P( E ) of these costs then this theoretical form can be fitted to the data on the frequency of metastable state energies so as to extrapolate to the globally minimum cost E~.
This has been done for the TSP by Golden [ 181, see also [4,5, 191, on the assumption that locally optimal costs e will have a 'Weibull' distribution i.e. [4], where s locally optimal path lengths were generated and v was the shortest one.
P(&)=-(-)'-'
The Weibull distribution is intuitively plausible since if independent samples of size m are taken from a continuous parent population bounded below by a, then the distribution of the smallest member of a sample approaches that of equation ( 3 ) (for some b and c) as m + CG [ 181. This is the third of the three limiting forms of the distribution of extreme values derived by Fisher and Tippett [20] . Because each locally optimal cost xi is implicitly the smallest of the m costs in the ith basin of attraction we might expect the distribution of x, to be Weibull.
However, the actual distributions of metastable state energies have been calculated for spin glasses and they are not Weibull distributions.
The curve given by (In(N,(&)))/N over the full range of E has been found for 
N , ( E ) --~~P [ N P ( E --~) " I (4)
where a = for d = 1 . P ( E ) varies from N , ( E ) / N , due to the energy dependence of the average size of a gathering bin associated with a local minimum of a particular energy. In the one-dimensional case there is no such energy dependence [21] The weak point in the intuitive argument for the Weibull distribution is the assumption that each metastable state energy is implicitly the lowest of m independent samples from the population of possible energies (meaning the energies of the m configurations in that gathering bin). The energies of the configurations in a particular gathering bin will not be independent, and in general m varies from bin to bin.
Golden and co-authors [4,5, 18, 191 did obtain encouraging results for the TSP. It may be that doing a good job with a three-parameter fit using any curve of roughly the right shape will give reasonable results, or that in the TSP the path lengths in a gathering bin happen to be more like a random sample of possible lengths than in the spin glass.
This leaves us with the problem of what curve to fit to the locally minimum costs generated by a quick algorithm. Obviously in problems where the underlying probability distribution of metastable states ( g ( E ) in equation (2)) has been calculated then this distribution (rather than, e.g., a Weibull distribution) is the one to try to fit to the experimental data (for any reasonable number of data points). Where there has been no such calculation a curve such as P ( E -E,,)" for E near E,, (from equation (4)) should be fitted to the data on In(P(&))/N (or their cumulative equivalents can be used if more convenient). Then, if this distribution is 'self-averaging', a good fit for one realisation of the problem (e.g. one set {J),} for the spin glass) will also fit for other realisations of the problem up to an error that tends to zero as the size of the system N tends to infinity. Consequently, estimation of the globally optimal cost .so in large systems by this method in many realisations of a problem would require only small corrections to the parameters (e.g. (Y and p ) once the curve In(P(E))/N had been fitted for one realisation.
It is also possible to use the knowledge of the distribution taken by the smallest element of a sample as follows: if the metastable state energies generated by some algorithm are put into batches of size m then the probability distribution P,( E ) of the lowest energy E 
5:
for large n. From our earlier argument we see that a more powerful algorithm must be used as the size of the problem increases to achieve low enough metastable-state energies, whatever fitting method is used.
Example problem: the one-dimensional king spin glass
The one-dimensional short-range Ising spin glass, i.e. has the characteristic large configuration space and exponential number of degrees of freedom of many harder combinatorial optimisation problems, without being too hard to solve analytically. Also, since the size of the basins of attraction under single-spin flips d o not vary with the energy of the attractor [21] , the probability of locating a metastable state of energy E from a random initial spin configuration is P ( E ) = N , ( e ) / N , . We can demonstrate the difference in the distribution of N , ( E ) and g ( E ) = N,( E I ), / N ) has been calculated by Ettalaie and Moore [21] (see figure 1 ). We will now calculate ( N , ( E ) )~ for comparison. In a single-spin flip metastable state each spin is aligned with the local field h, = J,-lSt-l + J,S,+, so that A , = h,S, 2 0 for all i. The metastable-state energy per spin
In( N,( E ) ) / N from equation ( 2 ) . The typical distribution ((In
Using the integral representation of the delta function and averaging over the J, (which leaves no S, dependence so that we can take the trace) gives
and recognising the xi integrals as delta functions, gives for the right-hand side of ( To solve equation ( where gmax(y) is the solution of equation (10) with the largest eigenvalue Amax( U). We can solve equation (10) exactly if we put U = 0. This corresponds to removing the constraint on the energy of a metastable state in equation ( The integral (13) is evaluated by steepest descent.
The results are displayed in figure (1) . The 'average' In( Ns( E)),/ N curve is wider than the 'typical' curve (In N,( E)),/ N, and predicts the wrong ground-state energy per spin. In the ground state each bond contributes -IJ,I to the energy so that the average ground-state energy per spin is (E,), = (-X,IJ,l),/ N = --= -0.798, in agreement with the typical curve exp ((1n N,(E) ),), whereas (N,(E)), = 1 for E = -0,113. That In( N,( E)), 2 (In ( N,( E) )), follows trivially from the inequality exp((x)) 6 (exp(x)). Unusual metastable state energies from rare J, congfigurations are responsible for the atypical behaviour of ( N,(E) ),.
The peaks in the distributions also occur at slightly different energies; -0.686 for the typical curve and -0.671 for the average curve. Notice that a graph of ( Ns( E)), rather than the ( 1 / N ) ln(N,(E)), shown in figure 1 would be very sharply peaked about E , , with N , (~) -e x p ( N (~-e~) * ) near to E~. The typical curve also has this behaviour, in agreement with our earlier prediction for P ( E ) in equation (2) . The behaviour of the typical curve near to is given by (In ( N,(E)) ),/ N = 1.1456(& -E,)"' [15] , in agreement with equation (4) . The peak in the average curve corresponds to U = 0 in the steepest-descent calculation of (13), giving the average (total) number of metastable states to leading order. The height of the average curve at the peak is ln(4/.rr), i.e. (N,) -exp(0.241 N ) , in agreement with [23] , compared to the typical number of metastable states exp((ln( N,))) -exp(0.231 N ) [21, 23, 24] .
The fluctuation with {Jt} of both the typical and the average number of metastable states can be calculated using results from Derrida and Gardner [23] . They showed that 2 ) ) / p = (In 2)/3. That is, the typical number of metastable states is self-averaging. The same behaviour for the complete distribution In( N,( E ) ) / N is expected.
Consequently the curve (1/ N ) ( l n ( N,( E ) ) )~ will fit experimentally generated data on In ( N , ( E ) ) / N in systems specified by different sets { J , } , u p to fluctuations which tend to zero as N + W . Thus, for large systems, a curve (e.g. ~( E -E~) "~ for E near which gives a good fit to the data on In ( N,( E ) ) / N for one realisation of the problem (i.e. one { J , } ) will also give a good fit for other realisations of the problem with only small corrections to the parameters ( p and E,,) . Hence estimation of the ground-state energy by this method in many realisations of the problem would require very little effort once the curve In( N , ( E ) ) / N had been found for one realisation.
Conclusions
We have studied the cost distribution of locally optimal solutions in the two-dimensional spin glass and the TSP. We found that this distribution has a Gaussian-like peak about a value characteristic of the algorithm involved, with a width that decreases with N-''2. We expect this form of distribution to be general for combinatorial optimisation problems of this type. Thus, in the large-system limit an algorithm run from different initial states will only sample states of a similar cost, the best of which will probably be worse than the result of the run of a more powerful algorithm.
The form of the cost distribution P ( E ) indicates that estimation of the optimal cost from many locally optimal costs should be done by extrapolation of g ( E ) = In( P ( E ) ) / N (or the equivalent for the cumulative distribution). This curve contains the typical behaviour of a problem and may be sample indendent in the large-system limit (thus saving a lot of effort where many realisations of a problem need solving). We have indicated likely forms for g ( E ) for spin glasses and the TSP for E close to the globally optimal cost.
